The cerebellum in the cerebro-cerebellar network for the control of eye and hand movements--an fMRI study.
The coordination of optical information and manipulation of objects in space by eye and hand movements is controlled by a cerebro-cerebellar network. The differential influence of prefrontal, motor, or parietal areas in combination with cerebellar areas, especially within the posterior hemispheres, on the control of eye and hand movements is not very well defined. Using fMRI we investigated the functional representation of isolated or combined eye and hand movements within the cerebellum and the impact of differential cognitive preload on the activation patterns. Each task consisted of the performance of saccades or hand movements triggered by a cue presented on a screen in front of the scanner. Saccades were tested for visually guided saccades, triple step saccades, and for visuospatial memory. Sequential finger opposition movements were tested for predictive and nonpredictive movements. Combined and isolated eye-hand reaching movements were tested toward a target presented in 5 different horizontal positions. Visually guided saccades activated the cerebellar vermis lobuli VI-VII, triple step saccades, including visuospatial memorization, in addition the cerebellar hemispheres lobuli VII-VIII. Sequential finger movements and reaching movements activated a cerebellar network consisting of the lobuli IV-VI, the vermis, and the lobuli VII-VIII with broader areas and additional regions especially within the lobus VII for more complex movements. The combined in contrast to the isolated performance of eye and hand movements demonstrated specialized activation foci within the cerebellar vermis and posterior hemispheres. We could demonstrate a differential representation of eye and hand movements within the cerebellum. Additional "cognitive" preload within a given task leads to additional activation of the posterior cerebellar hemispheres, with a subspecialization corresponding to premotor and parietal area connections.